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19. Abstract (cont'd)

" hydrophilicity. The influence of a functional group on wettability was related

to the normalized fraction of the area of the interface occupied by that type

of functional group: in some instances this area fraction appears more useful

in describing interfacial properties than is the simpler mole fraction.

Interfaces containing ionizable functional groups usually showed a contact

i -. .. angle that varied with pH, with the lower contact angle observed at values of

pH for which the interfacial groups were in the more polar, charged form;

interfaces without ionizable functional groups did not display a change in

contact angle with pH. The paper rationalizes the change in contact angle with

pH in terms of the relative areas of the interface occupied by the functional

groups in different ionization states and in terms of the extent of ionization

of acidic and basic gzoups. The interfacial values of pKa are compared with
- V the values of pKa for similar functional groups in aqueous solution. In all

cases, it is more difficult to generate the charged form of the functional

b- "P at the interface than it is in aqueous solution, probably due in major

part to the lower dielectric constant of the interface.
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Abstraol. Thiis paper examines :he watting by azer of low-d nsity

V polyethylene film modified at the polymer-,iacer(dir) interfaca by

introduction of polar organic functional groups (carboxylic acids,

amines, and orhers). Water/polymer contact angles were determined far

each of these interfaces; for interfaces containing acidic or basic

functional groups, the contact angle was determined as a function of

the pH. The observed contact angle was related to the hydrophilicity

of -hes functional groups: As the hydrophilicity (as ineasured by

.-.' Hansh rr parameters) increased up to a certain point, the contact

angle decreased. Beyond that point, increased hydrophilicity had

little additional influence on the contact angle. This result is

'ncerpr;.-d in terms of water adsorbed on the polar interfacial

functional groups: extensive hydration of interfacial groups having

1r ~ neqative a parameters ,nrd-a'C ,h,2r ,,fc .

hydrophilicity. The influence of a functional group on wettability

e r.
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was related to the normalized fraction of the area of the interface

occupied by thdt type of functional group: in some instances this

area fraction appears more useful in describing interfacial properties

than is the simpler mole fraction. Interfaces containing ionizable

functional groups usually showed a contact angle that varied with pH,

41wit tho lower contact angle observed at values of pH for whih tne

interfacial groups were in Th more polar, charged form; interfacas

Without ionizable functional groups did not display a change in

contact angle with pH. The paper rationalizes the change in contact

angle with pH in terms of the relative areas of the interface occupied

by the functional groups in different ionization states and in terms

of the extent of ionization of acidic and oasic groups. The

interfacial values of pKa are compared with the values of pK for

similar functional groups in aqueous solution. In all cases, it is

more difficult to generate the charged form of tne functional group at

the interface than it is in aqueous solution, probably due in major

part to the lower dielectric constant of the interface.

Introduction

Treat,,ment of low-density polyethylene film with aqueous chromic

acid solution yields "polyethylene carboxylic acid" (PE-C02H), a

:aaterial containing carboxylic acid and ketone and/or aldehyde groups

5 concentrated in a thin oxidatrvely-functionalized interfacial

reg ion .4 We are using tlis material, and other materials derived froni

it by modification of its constituent functional groups, to study the

r K ui ow~ ntu :r ~ cur~~ ., f *he

interfacial region--structure, polarity, reactivity, location, and

SI
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concentration of functional groups--and macroscopic materials

properties of the functionalized polymer such as wettability and

adhesion strength.4 -9 Previous papers have demonstrated that the

wettability of PE-CO 2 H by *iater cnanges with the pH of the water, and

that this change correlates with the state of ionization of the

4
carboxylic acid groups. Examination of changes in the contact angle

of water on PE-CO 2 H as a function of pH is a technique we call

"contact angle titration": it provides a particularly convenie-I (if

indirect) method for examining the state of ionization of functional

groups influencing the wetting of the functionalized polymer.

*, pirically, results obtained using this technique correlate well with

estimates of the extent of ionization obtained by direct spectroscopic

measurements using ATR-IR spectroscopy 4 and fluorescence

spectroscopy,5 and by conventional titration. 4 We have previously

proposed a qualitative justification for this correlation,4 but the

more detailed examination of tnis paper suggests that the basis of

contact angle titration is not simple.

This paper has four objectives: First, to survey a range of

organic functional groups on the surfacE of polyethylene for their

influence on wettability, and to search for a correlation between sone

appropriate measure of polarity of the individual functional groups in

solution and the wettability of an interface incorporating them.

Second, to confirm that changes in wettability with pH of interfaces

having acidic or basic groups reflect protondtion or deprotonation and

to examine how such ionizations influence wetting. Third, to compare

tie proton acidities of functional groups in the interfacial region

with their acidities in solution. Fourth, to clarify the physical

.' %- -. -" " %. - . . .. . .. . V
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chemical basis of the technique of contact angle titration

As previously,5'5 we refer to that part of the functiondlized

interface of PE-C02 H and its derivatives that determines the

JettaiIity of the polymer as the "contact angl- interpnase" or

in-erpnase" and to parts of the interface lying below the 6 interphase

and yaviny no influence on contact angle as the "sub-,9 interphase.

Although the structural features that determine whether an interfacial

group influences wetting are not yet precisely established, we believe

that the groups in the 6 interphase must be within angstroms of the

10-13
outermost part of the polymer

PE-ZC2H and its D]erivatives: Background. The morphology of

the interface of PE-C0 2H at -1000 A resolution is not detectably

different from that of the unfunctionalized polymer.4  The only

important functional groups present are carboxylic acid and katone

and/or aldehyde moieties in approximately 3:2 ratio. PE-C0 2H has a

relatively low interfdcial free eneryy and resists contamination by

6 adsorption of contaminants from the air. It can be handled briefly in

air witnout special precautions. We have not yet been able to

establish by direct observation the thickness of the functionalizej

interface or the distribution of functional groups, buc it appears

that %3011 of the carboxylic acid groups determine the wettability of

t-is ,naterial , and the retiainder of these carboxyl ic acid groups nd'e

little or no influence on wettability.6 Indirect evidence suggests

- %7
-,'-°'V
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that the functionalized interface in PE-C32H is thin--thdt is,

probably <20 A in thickness.6

All carboxylic acid groups in ,he fanctionalized interface are

accessible to aqueous base, 4 and are converted to carboxylate ions ac

vaiues of solution pH > 12. The polarity experienced by d

fluorophoric reporter group (the dansyl moiety) incorporated in the

interface is uniform and, when placed in contact with water, is

similar to that of methylene chloride.5  The functionalized interface

is reasonably staole: the functional groups do not migrate away froi

the 9 interphase at room temperature or under reaction conditions used

in forming derivatives, although migration is rapid at 100 OC.
7

The interface of PE-CO 2H and its derivatives is composed of a

number of types of organic groups, including methyl, methylene,

ketone/aldehyde, carboxylic acid, and possibly others. We use several

nonenclatural devices to simplify discussion of tiie interfacial

chenistry of PE-CO 2H. Groups present anywhere in the oxidatively

functionalized interfacial region are indicated with square brackets

([]) following the name of the polymer: for example,

PE[>C=O][CO2H][C0 H 2] is polyethylene containing ketone/aldehyde,

carboxylic acid and amide groups in its functionalized interface.

Using this nomenclature, the material PE-CO 2H ;nade in tne initial

oxidation reaction can be described more accurately as

PE[>C=O][C02 I]. Since the majority of the reactions that We US-' O

. N.
%%

," . ""S'" 4 ', . ' "- '""J " I " . 'W r-. ". % " " ".
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introduce functionality into the interfacial region involve

darivatization of the interfacial carDoxylic acid groups rather than

the ketones, we often omit the [>C=O] from the name and assume that,

unless otherwise specified, tnere is a background of

ketone/aldehyde (and, of course, methylene groups) in the interface of

all samples. Thus, if the nature of the group derived from the

ketone/aldehyde groups is not specified, these groups are assumed to

be unchanged: PE[CONH 2 ] is PE[>C=O][CONH 2 ] not PE[>CHOH][CONH 2

Theory

Contact Angle Titration. Figure 1 shows representative advancingI~11 1. %". 7.11, 11 A, A 'I , 1,% ', 1 %. 1%11

contact angles ea of buffered water on PE-CO H and several of its
a .2

derivatives as a function of pH. Much of the work in this paper is

" directed toward understanding three features of these data: First,

only surfaces containing ionizable functionality (RCO 2H RC0 2-;~+

"RNH(CH2)4  RN(CH 2 )4)) show a pH dependence of the contact

angle. Why? Second, the magnit-'Je of decreases as the poiar</ )f tle

functional group in the interface increases. What is the relation

between the polarity of a functional group (a concept that is

* intuitively clear if noc quantitatively uniquely defined) and its

"" influence on wetting characteristics of an interface? Third, all of

te interfaces show pronounced hysteresis in contact angl,*

r. A P

O% i%
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'!'Figlure 1. Advancing contact angle a ( obtained by using sessil e

drops) as a function of the pH of the drop for several

4"%
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>- -What physical model should we use in discussing this hysteresis?

The theoretical discussion that follows suggests a simplified

physical model for the wetting of PE-CO 2H and its derivatives. In

particular, we note that the assumption (below) that the functional grouos

in the interface contribute independently to the interfacial free energy

is inaccurate, but leads to a tractable and physically reasonable picture.

We start with an analysis similar to one used in discussions of

equilibrium wetting (Young's equation, Figure 2, eq 1).13-15 Consider the

0y

=: ""SV SL (1)
" " YLV

free energy AG of a system composed of a drop of water on a homogeneous

solid containing only ine type of interfacial functional group as the edge

of the drop moves from a position LI to a position L2 with a corresponding

change in the area SA of the solid under the drop (eq 2). If the solid

interface contains groups reactive toward water (for example, carboxylic

S

-"L o CO + H+ p

CSL R (2

acid or amine moieties), the free energy of reaction (n H, in units of

energy per area) must be included. All of our experiments involve the

wetting of interfaces under air saturated with water vapor: that is,

"moist" spreading. We assume that polar functional groups in the

interface are to some extent hydrated and believe that the water molecules

,V: . q
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--.- Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the edge of a drop as it moves

'-"[from position L 1 to position L2 . The edge of the drop

• makes an angle of o with the interface. As the drop

,,..advances, i t sweeps over an area A and the I iquid

"."'-'experiences an increase in interfacial area of 6A cos

II.(top). The nature of the interface -nay change as the drop

"2" moves over it, due to, for example, ionization of

. , carboxylic acid groups on contact with basic water

i (middle). The real polyiner surface is rough and

, heterogeneous (bottom).

4 %
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adsorbed at the interface have a significant influence on the solid-vapor

interfacial free energy (ySV, see below).

The type of reactivity in which we are most interested is the

reaction between acids (bases) in the 9 interphase and bases (acids)

present in the aqueous drop. In this instance, both 7Hand pH

an y depend on

the nature of the functional groups present and on the pH of the drop.
16

In general, we expect 77RH and _Hto be related, in the sense that if a

reaction occurs when the solid comes in contact with the liquid, -ySL

should also change. We discuss in greater detail the relation between R H

and 77 later; here we combine them in a single term 7 ,.

The equilibrium contact angle defined in eq I can be modified to take

into account the influence of reaction of interfacial groups, by deriving

an expression (eq 3) analogous to Young's equation (eq 1) starting with eq

pH pH pH pH *
"SV -'SL + R _ SV - YSL

OS 9 LV Y LV

2. If SV - 7SL is less than or equal to yLV, and if there are no kinetic

barriers to movement of the drop edge, the equilibrium contact angle

should be given by eq 3. IfLV, the system is

IfIV SL is greater than YV h ytmi

not at equilibrium. The term S* (eq 4) is defined by analogy with the

4. - S SV- ;SL LV "4)

classical spreading pressure: for the system to be at equilibrium, S* <

0.13

.0..-:

i,,," ',l'..P ,,r '.''. ".'. "€. .. %, "4 ",. €, .. ' '• "-"• " ". " " ' ". ". -' J' " ., "- " " " "" • ' " ' " " " ',, " " "• " ' " "" "',.
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For a material such as PE-CO 2H having a number of different

- interfacial groups, we can postulate eqs 5 and 6 in estimating Y and

.SL- In these equations, ASV,i is the normalized function of the area of

.pH .pH

.SV - ASV,i !SVi

i = ioterfdcial groups

=T A iy 5)

SL -SL,i SL,i

i = interfacial groups

the solid-vapor interphase occupied by the functional group i.17 These

* equations are based on the assumption that each functional group

contributes to the interfacial free energy independently of other

interfacial groups according to the normalized fraction Ai of the

interfacial area it occupies. We note three features of these equations.

First, the assumption of independence of functional groups is certainly

incorrect in detail. Second, the concept of the "area fraction" of an

interfacial group is not exactly defined. Nonetheless, it is evident that

. for a very large group (for example, an oligosaccharide) the area fraction

and the more familiar mole fraction (Xi) will be quite different. Third,

p the values of ASV,i and ASL,i are not necessarily the same: the interface

- might reconstruct or hydrate on contact with water to minimize its free

energy and thereby change the value of Ai. PE-CO 2H itself provides a

O- probable example of a system in which the 8 interphase reconstructs on

contact with bulk water.
6

The principal objective of this section is to generate a

0 qualitative understanding of the response of the contact angle to

-
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-changes in the polarity of the interface. To this end, we ignore the

difference between AV,i and ASL,i, and write eq 7 as a description of

an interface having mixed functionality. An analogous expression (eq

3) gives the spreading pressure S* in terms of contributions from

independent functional groups. In a well-behaved case (cos i  1;

-) this equation carries the useful thaT

interface can be thought of in terms of area-weignted contributions

.pH *

cos e 2 A. SV,i - i = A. cos i  7)
"1 LV i

(for As i = A

fromi each constituent type of functional group. A more complex case

arises when some or all of the Si are greater than zero, and

especially when S < 0 but with some Si > 0. This case includes

PE-C02  (and perhaps PE-CO2 H itself).

We are primarily interested in systems in which the interface

.-includes both poldr (especially ionizable polar) groups and nonpolar,

non-ionizable groups. As a limiting case, we consider a system

*. containing only one type of polar and one type of nonpolar group (eq

9) with A describing the area fraction occupied by the polar group.

, cos e -Ap cos 9p + (I -_) cos 8NP (9)

For sufficiently polar, hydrophilic functional groups at 100% relative

humidity, these groups will be covered with hydrating water

.nolecules. In such a case, we hypothesize that the polar groups are



functionally "Duried" under a layer of water. Equation 9 can then be

simplified by assuminy that ySV,p (interfacial free energy of the

sol id-vapur interface with an equilibrium coverage of adsorbed wdter)

is equal to YLV" This equality follows from the fact that the solid

interface is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the vapor: if YSV,p

were greater than yjV, water would condense on trie interface; if ySV,P

were less than YLV, water would evaporate from it. It also follows

tndt, in this limiting case, YSL,P - 0, because the interface

generated under the drop as it advances (Figure 2) is an inLerface

between adsorbed water and bulk water. Thus, it follows from eq 1

that cos ap 1 and eq 9 can be simplified to eq 10.

cos ( + (1 -_Ap) cos dIp 10

(for groups P sufficiently hydrophilic that cos op 1)

\

Our interest in this type of equation stems from the fact that the

interfaces generated from PE-COH contain nonpolar regions (unreacted

methylene groups) and polar regions (derived from the carboxylic acid

and ketone groups). The "polar" region of these interfaces varies in

*. polarity as the nature of the interfacial groups changes (and can, in

fact, become less hydrophilic than the "nonpolar" regions, as with

fluorinated carboxylic acid esters) As tihe polarity of the "poldr"

* region changes, the change in contact angle should follow eq 7. In

the low polarity limit the contact angle responds to the polarity of

J.,
% %'
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the polar region through changes in cos 6p. As the groups in the 6

interpiidse become more nydrophilic, cos dp increases dnd the contact

angle decreases (Figure 3, regime A). When the interfacial groups

becone sufficiently polar and hydrophilic, water vapor begins to

adsorb on and hydrate them. At some value of hydrophilicity, the

interfacial groups will be completely nydrated and cos ap will

approach I (i.e. eq 10 will apply). In this model, additional

increas.2s in hydropnilicity will not result in a change in 0 because

cos ap remains unchanged at I and cos 0NP is not influenced by the

polar groups (Figure 3, regime E). As an initial hypothesis, we

suggest that eq 9 and 10 provide a qualitative rationalization

for the experimental data we observe for PE[R].

We note that the hypothesis that the hydrophilicity of very polar

groups is "leveled" by adsorption of water from the vapor onto these

groups does not explicitly involve reaction of these groups

(protonition or deprotonation): these equations apply to both non-

ionizable groups and to PE-CO 2H and PE-NR 2H
+ . Assuming that Figure 3

(upper) qualitatively describes the relationship between the polaritySI
K. of groups in the the interface and the resulting contact angle with

water, we can predict a relationship between the contact angle on an

interface that contains carboxylic acid groups and the change in

contact angle expected when those carboxylic acid groups are

ionized. For example, if the carboxylic acid group is already very

polar prior to ionizdtion (Figure 3, top, regime B), an increase in

r.

%



Figure 3. Top: Qualitative correlation between the contact angle

(plotted as cos 6) and the polarity (hydrophilicity) of

interfacial groups. Less polar groups fall into regime

A. An increase in the polarity of a group in this regime

results in an increase in cos e (eq 7). Very polar groups

fall into regime B. These groups are effectively buried

oy adsoroed, hydrating water at 100% hunidity. Since

these hydrated clusters present an interface similar to

that of bulk water, increasing the hydrophilicity of the

focal polar groups does not result in a further increase

in cos 8 (eq 3). Bottom: Qualitative relationship

between the polarity of an unionized carboxylic acid group

(described by cos ea, pH 1) and the change in contact

angle upon ionizatin of this group (A cos 8, eq II). The

relationship can be classified according to the regimes

(top) into which the carboxylic acid and carboxylate

/-, groups fall (eq 12b-d). If both groups were to fall into

regime B, for example, the difference in hydrophilicity

between C02H and C02- would have no influence on e.

l"-'2

L-K-
W
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polarity upon ionization of the groups in the 6 interface should not

result in a significant decrease in 6. On the other hand, if the

carboxylic acid group were initially fairly nonpolar (Figure 3, top,

regime A), tnen an increase in polarity should result in a decrease in

d. The experimental data in Figure I suggest that the latter

description applies to carboxylic acids and tertiary amines; data

deScriDed later suggest that the former description applies to primary

ami nes,

A more quantitative expression connects the

N difference in cos 9 between the fully ionized (e.g. PE-C0 2 ) and fully

unionized form (e.g. PE-C0 2H), A cos 0, and the value of cos 6 in

the unionized form (eq 11). In the specific case in which the polarr functional groups of interest are C02H and CO2- groups, we measure the

contact angle at pH 1 to ensure that all of these groups are

proconated, and at pH 13 to ensure that all are deprotonated (eq

11). We can imagine three types of behavior for A cos R, depending

.,a Cos d =Cos pH 1 cos 'pH 13 (11

on whether the C02H and C02- groups fall in regime A or B of Figure 3

(upper). In regime A, cos dp < 1. Assuming for eq 7 that p Aco 2H
2"-"

A, -, we write the general expression (eq 12a):
02

" cos A 3_ (cos 6o0i I - cos C2) (12d)

2 2

i Cos B = 0 (12b)

(cos %0 2H = cos 1)

.. "Xf"

V.
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A COS = COS pH -[Ap + (1 -Ap) cos BNp] (12c)

= Ap (cos 6C02H- )

(cos BCO H < 1; cos C 1)

cos 6 Ap (cos 6C02H - cos 6C02-) (12d)

(Cos C0H< 1; Cos 6C2 < Cos 6C2 < 1)

In this equation cos dC02H is the contact angle of water on an

interface containingonly C02 H groups (Ac2H = 1), dna cos eC02- is the

contact angle on an inta;-fdce containing only CO2" groups. If both2!

C02H and C02" groups are in regime B, eq 12b holds; if the C02H group

is in regime A and the C02- group in regime B, eq 12c holds; if both

groups are in regime A, eq 12d holds. This treatment predicts that

as cos BH 1 decreases, A cos e should also decrease (eq 12c) and

should, for sufficiently polar groups, go to zero (eq 12b). Figure 3

(lower) summarizes these equations schematically.

We note that tne relations 'eq 12a-d) neglect both chdnges in _Ap

that night result from the ionization of the interfacial groups and

contributions from the energy of reaction riH. Both of these

parameters are expected to influence the contact angle (eq 3 and 9).

While potential changes in AD are difficult to evaluate, we can

estimate the contribution to contact angle from nRH by quantifying the

relationship between n H and pH. The free energy of ionization of an

e~ 
1Z
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interfacial acid, AGi, is given by eq 13. In order to determine the

total amount of energy resulting fromn the partial ionization of n

groups at any given pH (n H ) we incegrate this value from no

ionization of interfacial groups ( = 0) to the extent of ionization

existing at equilibrium under the drop (ai; eq 14). 13

-. A.i -RT In K + RT In [HA][ = -RT In K + RT In LH -13)
-a THAT- -a1-

where : LA-]/([A'] + [HA])

*44.

" pH l

T1 AG Ja nRT In (1 - ) 14)
R d-"

If we assume that ySV and "fSL are independent of pH, eq 14 can be

comDined with eq 3, resulting in eq 15 and 16. This assumption is

probaoly incorrect, but it will allow the contribution to changes in

due to 1 H to be distinguished easily from changes due to ySV and

YSL"

ypH Y pH _ nRT In (I - a.)SV SL

.4.Cos e =S SL(15)
.os. pH YLV

n :- [ RT In 1 i)]LL

q np

J.:cos epH cos epH 1 - [nRT In (1 - /YLV (16)

Using eq 16, we can predict changes in 6a as a function of pH due

.solely to the free energy of ionization.19 This prediction is

discussed further after presentation of relevant experimental data.

These discussions are based on the assumption of a system showing

0 .0 no kinetic barriers to the advance or retreat of the drop edge. In

p.- fact, all of the derivatives of polyethylene examined show pronounced

% % 6N
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hysteresis. For example, although water at low pH reaches a staole,

* reproducible advanciny angle on PE-C02H (6a 2 550), the receding dngle

is r -  0 0: that is, the drop edge is completely pinned and cannot be

withdrdwn. The interface of PE-CO 2H is rough dnd certainly chemically

heterogeneous. It also may swell in contact with water. The position

of the drop edge and the value of tie contact angle may thus be

influenced by kinetic factors; we discuss this proOlem of
0
* disentangling kinetic and thermodynamic determinants of cos later.

Results and Discussion

Preparation and Characterization. The polyethylene film samples

were first extracted in refluxing methylene chloride to remove

4 antioxidants and other film additives. The samples were oxidized in

,r aqueous chromic acid (Scheme I).4  Scheme I summarizes pathways used to

derivatize the functionalized interface. Using the analytical methods

zl'e described in previous papers (XPS, ATR-IR, wetting) we estimate that the

yields in conversion of carboxylic acid groups into esters or amides exceed

p.
4

. 90%. In most of our work, the ketone groups originally generated by oxida-

tion are left unchanged. They may also be reduced to alcohols and deriva-

tized. Figure 4 shows typical ATR-IR spectra. For example, PE-CO 2H has a

'p,
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-- PE-H; PCIS; CH30H

% ~PE[>C=O]C0 2H]

4 'NPEC>CHOH][CO 2HI

___PE[CHOH][CH 2 0H]

S~PEC=Ol(CO 2 Na']

j _-P[>CHOH1C02'Nai

* \pE[>C=0][CO2CH 3 ]

"-PE[> C =0] CON H2]

~*44 II -P~[>CH0H(CH 2NH 2 I

I PE[>C=O][CCNHCH 2CH2NH 2J

IPFt[>C=0][CONHCH 2CO2H]

1740 1710 1650 1560 1540

WMvenumber (CMt)

Figure 4. ATR-IR spectra of the carbonyl region of several

% derivatives of surface modified polyethylene. Wave-

numbers indicated are those representative of esters (1740

cm ), carboxylic acids and ketones (1710 cm-), amides

V (1650 cmn') (C=0) and 1540 cm-1 (NH)), and carboxylate

anins 156 cm ).The peak at 1640 can1 for

PE[)CfiOi][CH2NH21 results from an NH2 scissoring

vibration. Because absolute absorbances are influenced by

many experimental parameters (e.g. the extent of contactft between the film and the KRS-5 crystal) only relative peak

* intensities within a single spectrum can be compared

quantitatively.

Ir~~~ 4.4-rr
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peak at 1710 cm-1 (carboxylic acid and ketone/aldehyde

functionality). Following treatment with aqueous base two peaks are

present, one at 1710 cm
- (ketune/aldehyde) and a second a; 1360 cm-

(carboxylata anion). When tne CO2H groups in the interface are

esterified and form PECO2CH3], a new peak appears at 1740 cm
-i

(carooxylic acid ester); tie spectrum of this ,ia:erial is unchanged

- .,wnen it is treated with Dase.

These spectra are for the most part self-explanatory. The

spectrum of PEL>CHOH]LCH 2IIH2] may require some discussion. We

attribute the absorbance at 1640 cm- 1 to the NH2 scissoring vibration

* and believe that the absence of a significant peak at 1540 cm
-1

indicates tnat inost of the amide NH groups have disappeared. The

presence of cH2 groups in this interface is confirmed by reaction of

PEL>CHOH][CH 2NH2] with dansyl chloride (see below). The resulting

material, PE[>CHOHj[CH2 NH2 -dansyl], is fluorescent5 and exhibits a

curve in contact angle titration similar to other interfaces that

contain dansyl groups (see below). Dansyl chloride does not react

withalipatic20wiCil aIiPhat ic alconols, and, when allowed to react with

PE>CHOH][CH 2OH], no fluorescence or inflection in contact angle

* titration is observed.

All of -ne methods used to characterize toe derivatives of

PE-CO2 H are only semi-quantitative, but based on them we believe that

. most of :ne transfomations used here proceed in yields sufficiently

high that tne functional groups introduced by tne transformation are

the primary functionality present on the surface. 4e have endeavored

to ensure chat when other species are present in the interface as

contaminants (due to low yields or side reactions) they are not

, .. . . . . . . . . . . .

.. . . . . . . . . . . .
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ionizable species. For example, the reaction of PE[CO 2C"3 1 witn

NH CH CH NH2 generates a material that shows primarily amide

absorption in the ATR-IR spectrum (1650 cm )although some imethyl

ester (1740 cmf 1  remaains ( Figure 4) . Tiese remnaining esters are

prooaoly below the 8 interphase of the polymer. Even if they are

pr- senzc in the incerpnase, we do riot expect then, to influence tnie pH

oePendence of t he contact angle (see below). They can, of course,

infl uence ctie miagnitude of the pH-independent component of the contact

anl e .

ConIactAnqle Titration. The experimental techniques use2d in

-measuring the advancing contact angle (6a) as a function of pH on

PE-CO H and derivatives have been described elsewnere.4 We emphasize

thne imnportance of using buffered solutions, and of carrying out

0 riasurements in an atmosphere maintained at 100%" relative humidity.

Certain of the contact angle titrations involved interfaces

nauing relatively small values of A~a between the ionized and

unionized form. To provide a sense for the reproducibility of contact

angle measurements, we performed a contact angle titration on a single

type of surface, PE7CONHCH(CO 2H)CH 2 CO2 H], which was synthesized and

P'amined on four different occasions. Figure 5 shows the individual

contact an~gle Measureinenzs determi ned at pH 1 and pH 13 (allI integralVval jes of pH between 1 and 14 were exami ned and had simnilIar

e-- v reproducibility) on the four different samnples. From the statistiCS

oot i ned f rom thi s ( Figure 5 ) and other experiments , w e concl ude that

cintdct angle nleasureinents are reproducible fromn siuipI to somple t5',

and on a given sample +30. The advancing angles were reprnducible, and

0'o

/ -.



Trial

Jfl~jj~4f~jJ~jt~jJ 33e

Avg, T: 34 35 36 34

a 2 3 2 3

,.. ...,1 813 1

- Avg, 5: 12 14 19 18

L2 a"' : 1 2 2

A , cose -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.12

Avg 0H 35= 1

Avg 0 =16 c(Y ) = 3
pHl3

Figure 5. Examination of the types of errors observed in contact

angle measurments. The contact angle (pH I and pH 13) was

determined on four samples of

PE[>C=OICONHCH(CO2H)CH2CO2 H] independently synthesized

and examined on four different occasions. Each point

L'. ~.represents a separate measurement of contact angle using a

new drop of water and a new region of the interface. The

average arid the associated error for each trial, along

with the change in cos 6 between pH I and pH 13, is also

indicated for each trial. The overall average and

associated error are also reported for edch pH.

k' Ieasunnents of Ba at other values of pH between 1 and 14

nad similar reproducibility, as did measuements using

differ -t samples.

I . . . . ..is. . '',2''Z,/.2','......,. /"2' V/ 22 ;- ,22g22 ~¢
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surprisingly stable. The contact angle of a number of aqueous drops on

the surface of PE-CO 2H was constant for more than one hour when the

chamber in which the sample was examined was maintained at 100% relative

humidity. 4 Tapping the sample to jar the drop had no significant effect.

Even tilting the sample had only a small influence on contact angle

(Figure 6). The drops used in all our work (I giL, R -1 mm) were small

compared with the capillary length 13 r1- 3 mm; for these drops,

gravitational effects are not important. For larger drops (10-50 AL), the

advancing contact angle (pH 1) on PE-CO 2H was still relatively unchanged

C_(+50)

We have surveyed the hysteresis 14 of a range of samples representing

different polarities by drawing liquid back into a syringe in contdct with

the drop and reading 8r when the drop edge had stopped receding. We have

arbitrarily plotted these results against the IHansch 71 parameter (see

below) characteristic for that substituent (Figure 7).21 All samples,

including those with nonpolar interfaces, show hysteresis.

,

[I Non-Ionizing Functionalities. Table I gives advancing contact angles

for a range of functional groups R in the contact angle interphase of

PE[RJ. None of these groups change their state of ionization over the pH

range 1-13. Even incorporation of very polar, hydrophilic groups such as

N-acylglucosamine, sulfate, and sulfonate into the interphase does not

yield systems showing complete wetting.

'In
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Figure 6. Influence of tilting the sample (PEL)CHOHJ[CH OH]; pH 1)

on the contact angle 6. Drops were tilted while under

100%. humidity. The drop did not move along a surface

t ilIted to 450 or 600 f rom normial .
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25-o
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:J.

Figure 7. Advancing a and receding (er) contact angles of water

(pH 1 (except for PE[C0 2 "]: pH 13)) on samples of

functionalized polyethylene with a range of polarities in

the contact angle interphase. Samples shown: PE[CO 2-],

= -4.4; PE[CONHNH2], T : -1.92; PE[>CHOHICH2OH],

= -1.13; PE[C0 2H], a = -0.72; PE[C02CH3], T = -0.01;

PE-0 2C8H 1 7, I = 0.55; PE-I>CHOCOR]ECH2OCOR], R = C17H35 ,

= 0.55; R = CF3, a - 0.5 (estimate); R =C7F1

0.88.
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Table I. Contact angle of water on interfaces containing no functional groups

whose state of ionization changes with pHa
,b

Code Samole Code Samole

I DE-H (unoxidized) 103

Anides Esters

2 PE[ONH-glucose] 20 is PE[CO 2CH3] 90

3 PE CNHCHZCHZ0H] 40 19 PE[C0 2CH2CH2Br] 97

1. PECONH2 ] 50 20 PECCO 2CH2 CH3] 103

5 PE[CONHCH 3] 49 21 PE[C02(CH2 ) 2 H3] 107

6 PE[CON(CH3)2] 53 22 PE'C02CH(CH 3 )2] 110

7 PE[CONHCH(CH 2CH2CH3)2] 91 23 PE[CO2 (CH2 )3CH3] 116

"8 PELCONHCH(CH(CH) 2),] 100 24 PE[C0 2CH(CH 3 )C;2CH3 J 115

-.-. 9 PE[CONHCH 2-(c-C 6HIi)] 103 25 PECCO2(CH2 )5CH3] 123

10 PE[COWHNHCOCIIH 2 3 1 Izo 26 PEECOZ(CH2 )7CH3] 125

11 PE[CONHC5 H5] 113

12 PE[CJNHC 3H1T] 114 Others (always ionized)

27 PE[CONHCH2CH2SO3-] 32

Alcohol Derivativesa 28 PE[CONHCH2CH20S0 3-] 36

13 PECCH20H] (=PEE>CHOH]ECH2 OH]) 68

14 PE[CH 20CO(CH2 )16CH3] 123

15 PECCH 20CQCF 3] 126

16 PECCH OC(CF2)2CF3 ] 134

17 PE[CH 20CO(CF2)5 CF3] 141

m A The alcohol derived surfaces actually contain esters formed from primary and

secondary hydroxy groups derived from the reduction of carboxylic acid and
ketone groups, respectively.

14n Amides were either prepared by reaction of PE-COCI with RNH., (H and

-ethyl , dimethyl, and octyl ainines) or by reaction of PE-C C H with RNhH,

esters were prepared by ac~d-catalyzed esterification of PE-CU4d; alconoT
4, derivatives were obtained by reaction of PE-CH2 OH with acid c.iorides or

a )nhyd r d es.

'. k"
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Equations 9 and 10 provide a rationalization for this lower limit to

contact angle, as well as an interesting implication for efforts to design

fully wettable surfaces derived from PE-CO 2H. In the plateau region of

Figure 3 (top), increasing the polarity of R has no influence on 8

(although it might influence behavior in "dry spreading"). 13  The only

practical method to increase the wetting of the ingerface beyond the

plateau value appears to be to increase Ap, either by increasing the

extent of functionalization of the interface, or by increasing the size of

the polar substituents R so that they occupy a larger area fraction of the

interface sensed by the wetting liquid.

Figure 8 shows the contact angle on a series of interfaces

inudified by formation of esters w4ith oligomeric polyethylene glycols

PELCO 2 (CH2CH20)nH]. These experiments are designed to test the

hypothesis that large groups have a larger influence on da than do

small groups with similar hydrophilicity. As the length of the

poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chain increases over the interval n = I to

n = 14, ea decreases. Above n = 14, however, ea increases slowly with

n. We attrioute the decrease in a between n 1 and n = 14 to the

°effects of size: D increases as n increases, and the contact angle

drops as non-olar regions of the interface are covered by the polar

chiains. We suggest that the increase in da for n > 14 can be

* attributed to a slight decrease in the average polarity of the PEG--v

group as n increases. The OH group at the end of each chain is

appreciably aore hydrophilic than the ether units, 2 1 and increasing

tne chain length lowers the overall polarity. For small values of n

the increased area Ap is more important, but as n increases tne

predominance of .he ether groups outweighs the increase in area.

% . ,
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:80 PE[CO2(CH 2CH2 0)nH] 1
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40-

20 p

0 1 5 10 15 50 100 150 200

Size (n)

Figure 8. The influence of the size of the polar group A on the

contact angle (pH 1). All samples were esters of

poly(ethylene glycol), PEEC 2 (CH2CH20)nH], with the size

detennined by the length of the ether chain, n. Note:

The abscissa undergoes a change in scale after n = 15.

The interfaces were prepared by reaction of PE[COCI] with

the appropriate oligomer or polymer. For n = I to n = 4

the pure, neat liquids were used as reactants; for n > 4,

molecular weight mixtures were used, with n indicative of

the average molecular weight; for n > 14, the reactionI, between PE[COCI] and the polymer was carried out in

acetone since the polymers were solids.

{ . .
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From these and other experiments, it appears that it is possible to

reduce the contact angle on these types of interfaces by increasing the

effective area covered by polar molecules. We have not been able to

generate a surface from PE-CO2H that has 0a O, even when large, polar

polymers (such as poly(acrylic acid)) have been attached to the

interface. 23 This failure may be due in part to crystalline, oxidation-

resistant regions of the interface having dimensions of 0.01 to 0.1 jm.24

If (relatively) unfunctionalized regions of this geometry are present in

the interface, it would be difficulty or impossible to cover them

completely with individual molecules attached to the polar regions of the

interface.

Carboxylic Acids. Figure 9 summarizes contact angle titrations

of a number of derivatives of PE-CO 2H having carboxylic acid groups in

the functionalized interface. All of these materials having

:nonocarboxylic acid functionalities show a pH dependence of the

contact angle that is qualitatively similar to that of PE-CO2 H.

40 The width of the inflection (4-5 pH units) is similar for all monoacids
0

(although di- and tri-acids are broader); the magnitude of the

difference between low and high value of pH is also similar.

The acidity of carboxylic acid groups is low on interfaces that

have low polarity as a result of intentional inclusion of non-polar

functions: examples of representative values of pKl/ 2 (th? value of

solution pH at which the contact angle has a value midway (in terms

of cos a a between those of the high and low pH plateaus) include

I"N- N
- Lil
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Figure 9. Contact angle titration fur interfaces containing

carboxylic acid groups. All curves are to the same

vertical scale. The limiting values of the contact angle

and the values of pKR1 2 are shown for each interface.

Following the structures summarizing the functional groups

in the interface are values for the changes in ea on

ionization and for A cos 8a. The inflection at pH 10.5

for PE-[>C=O][CONHNHCOCF2 CF2 CO2 H] is due to ionization of

the NHCOCF2 proton. The number to the left of the

structure is used for identification in later figures.

Structures derived from PE[>CHOH]ICH2OH] are abbreviated

with an *: PE[*][CH2OR] = PEI>CHOR][CH2OR].

.d

6.0

.1'
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PE[>CHOH][C0 2H], 7.5; PE[>C=O][CO 2H], 7.5; PE[>CHOCOCF3 I[CO 2H], 8.0;

PE[>CHOCOC 8H7][CO 2H], 10. This effect can be attributed in major part to

an increase in the difficulty of ionization (and thus an increase in

PK1/2) of the C02H groups as the local polarity they experience

decreases.
5

The relationship between 
6pH I (that is, the contact angle on the

protonated form of the interface) and A cos Oa is instructive (Figure 10):

As OpH I decreases, A cOs 6a also decreases. This relationship is

consistent with eq 12c.

- We note that A cos ea changes significantly for interfaces in

which the nature of the ionizing group is unchanged (PE[>CHOH][CO2 H],

A Cos ea =-0.34; PE[>CHOCOCF3]LC0 2H], A cos 8a = -0.57;

PE[>CHOC0CIIH23][CO 2 H], A COS 6a -0.59). This observation indicates

that the nature of the functional groups surrounding the carboxylic

acid group influences the magnitude of a cos 6a, and that the

contributions of functional groups to interfacial free energies are

cooperative, rather than independent as assumed in eq 7.

odelSystems: Oriented Organic Monolayers. PE-CO 2H is a

complex system: interpretdtion of its wetting behavior is difficult

because evidence concerning tne molecular-scale structure of its a

interphase is inferential. We have, in a related project,
25 examined in

detail the properties of oriented organic monolayers of thiols having the

structures HS(CH 2 )nCO 2H and HS(CH 2 )nCH 3 adsorbed on thin gold films. Here

we summarize several conclusions concerning their structure and describe a

-- r .,,..--- ------------................................ , ' ',a., .'., .= , , ", , -- , , ,- , ,
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number of data relevant to their behavior in contact angle titration.

These data are useful in interpreting the more extensive data for PE-CO 2H

*- and its derivatives.

Long-chain alkyl thiols functionalized in the .-position with a

number of organic groups adsorb spontaneously on gold and forh

c-iented monolayer films (Figure 1). The pdcking density of these

films is high, and tile component thiols hignly oriented. 26 - 2 9 The

oxidation state of the sulfur when adsorbed is still not unambiguously

estaolished; here we write it simply as tniol (SH). 2 9  We and several

*0 " other groups working on these systems have :oncluded that the alkyl

chains are fully extended, with densities similar to that expected for a

crystalline sheet, 3 0 and have significant crystalline order.3 1 They

provide the most highly ordered system presently applicable to the study o

2 tne physical-organic chemistry of interfaces. Figure 12 summarizes

observations made on the wettability of films prepared by adsorption

of mixtures of HS(CH 2)1 5C02H and HS(CH 2 )1 5CH3 on gold. The mole

fraction x of the carboxylic acid component in this nixture refers to

the solution value. (X-ray photoelectron spectra suggest that surface

acid mole fraction in mixed monolayers is less than the solution value;

however, the exact surface composition is not critical in cur

analysis below.) Because CH3 and C02H groups are similar in size,
3 1

#.

Xi A1 (eq 9). Several observations are relevant to the

behdvior of PE-CO 2 H. irst, when XCO2 = 1, the interface is

completely wettaDle at both pH I and 13. Thus, an interface composed

of closely packed CO2 H groups is completely wetted (cos OCOH 1, eq

10). Fur intermediate values of x, t he contact angle at pH 13 is

-.

" " " : "-......'"......."........"..."-"..". --. "----..,.-'- .*-
"2 ' . r - ' . . . ' ' v , ' ' 2 . ' J ; ,
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Figure II. Schematic illustration of the formation of monolayers

from HS(CH2)15CH3 and HS(CH2)15C02H. Monolayers

were formed by the spontaneous adsorption of

the thiols onto the gold surface from ethanol solution.
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Figure 12. Contact angle as a function of XCO2H. Advancing and receding
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lower than the contact angle at pH 1, the difference presumably being

due to ionization of the interfacial carboxylic acid groups at iigh

pH. Second, the hysteresis in this system, although large, is

significantly less than that observed for 
PE-CO 2H. Tilting the

sample, however, still does not cause the drop to roll down the plate,

as with PE-CO 2H. The magnitude of the hysteresis for measurements at pH I

appears to be independent of the polarity of the interface: cos Oa - cOs

Or - 0.15 at x = 0 and at X = 0.8. For measurements at pH 13, the

hysteresis increases as XCO 2H increases, until the receding angle is zero.

. Third, the contact angle titration curve at X = 0.6 (Figure 13,

selected because pH is approximately equal to that for PE-CO2 H)

.1 is, in some respects, similar to that observed for PE-CO2H: in

particular, the values of apH 1 and 6pjH 13 are similar for the two

systems. The carboxylic acid groups in the monolayer are, however,

significantly less acidic than those for PE-CO2 H (P 1/2 ) 11). It is

also unclear whether the contact angle reaches a plateau at high pH. 33

To help evaluate the importance of contributions from -f to the

change in 6a on this interface, Figure 13 also includes a plot of 6a

as a function of pH derived using eq 16 assuming the interfacial pKa =

11. This plot also assumes that the density of carboxylic acid groups

in the e interphase is equivalent to that in a close packed stearic

acid crystal, 5 x 10 cm- , reduced by the mole fraction of acid

groups present in the monolayer (assumed to be equal to mole fraction in

solution, 0.6) to yield n = 3 x 1014 cm-2. In this analysis, the drop in

Oa as the pH increases is due solely to the entropy of dilution of the

proton that is released upon ionization. Although eq 16 clearly does not

. ,
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Figure 13. Contact angle titrations of monolayer surfaces containing

methyl and carboxylic acid groups (XC02H = 0.0,0

0.6, N ; and 1.0, 0 ; Figure 12). The contact angle

titration obtained for PE-C0. H is shown as a solid line
Ps2

for comparison. The dashed line is the behavior expected

on the basis of eq 16 with the following assumptions:

pa= 11; 6a, pH 1 =62 0;and n =3 x 1014 cnf2 (see

text).
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describe quantitatively the behavior of either PE-CO2H or the monolayer

system, it does indicate that the free energy of ionization is in

principle sufficiently large to influence 0a.

it is important to later discussions to note that cos d -H

only close to X H = 1, while cis C - - 1 at XC0 2- - 0.7. The

difference between these two intercepts is that expected qualitdtively

on tie basis of hydropnilicizy. Moreover, the question of wnether

cos ZC02H = I (eq 12) in the environment provided by PE-CO 2H is,

however, not una'nbiguously answered from these experiments, since the

polarity experienced by C02H in a monolayer and on a hypothetical

* perfectly functionalized polyethylene interface may not be the same.

The data in Figure 12, in conjunction with data fron PE-CO2 H,

raise certain questions about the model used in deriving eqs 2-12,

and especially about tne assumption that the contributions of

functional groups to interfacial free energies are linearly

independent (eq 4, 5). An ordered monolayer interface composed only

of C02 H groups (Figure 12, x = 1.0 - --C 2H) has ea = 00. This result

suggests that this interface has a significant amount of adsorbed

water: that is, y -S LV" Thus, the carboxylic acid groups on

* this interface fall into the range of functional group hydrophilicity
.nere increased hydrophilicity should have no influence on 6a or cos

". (Figure 3, regime B). In fact, however, the observed value of ea

- on interfaces with xCO2H < 1 is lower at pH 13 than at pH 1. There

are two possible explanations for this behavior. First, the decrease!

in Ba at high pH is due to tile energy of ionization (Figure 13, 6a), a

possibility that we cannot presently disprove. Second, the amount of

water adsorbed on the CO2H groups is less when surrounded by
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hydrophobic methyl groups than when surrounded by C02H groups. Thus,

when xCO H < 1, the carboxylic acid groups may not, in fact, be polar
2

. enough to have a thick layer of adsorbed water. Conversion of these

carboxylic acid groups into carboxylate anions could then result in

the observed decrease in ea- We note that this second explanation is

consistent with data from PE-CO 2H and derivatives.

We conclude from the similarities between the contact angle

titration curves for PE-CO2 H and the oriented thiol monolayers that

the behavior of the former is not unexpected for an interface

containing a mixture of ionizable CO2H and non-ionizable, non-polar

functionality, and is not predominately an artifact of swelling or

reconstruction in the complex polymer interface (although these

phenomena probably are important in determining hysteresis). The

important observation that the values of da are similar on rough,

heterogeneous PE-CO 2H and on relatively flat, homogeneous monolayer

systems that plausibly simulate the mixture of functionality present

in the polymer interface (x 1 0.5), but that hysteresis is relatively

much smaller on the monolayer than on the polymer, implies that the

observed values of contact angle on the polymer are close to

• -) equilibrium values. How it is possible to obtain quasiequilibrium

values from a system in which high hysteresis implies important non-

equilibrium determinants to wetting, and what combination of

thermodynamic arid kinetic factors (in detail) fixes the observed

values of -a' remains to be stablished.

Amnines. Figure 14 summarizes the results or contc-c dnole

titration on amine-containing interfaces. All of the interfaces in

this figure (and most simple secondary tertiary amines) yield

-A.
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changes in the contact angle as a function of pH; interfaces containing

other types of amine groups (especially primary amines), do not (see

-below). The form of the curve of 8a vs pH is the reverse of that obtained

with interfaces containing carboxylic acid groups: the contact angle

increases on going from lcw to high pH. This result is expected for an

interface containing basic species that are more hydrophilic in the

charged, protonated form (NHR 3
+) than in the neutral, deprotonated form

(NR3).

The pK/ 2 of each of the interfaces summarized in Figure 14 is

significantly lower than the pKa of the corresponding soluble

species. This result is the opposite of that for the carboxylic acid

interfaces, for which the PKI/ 2 was always higher than the pKa of the

soluble analog. We attribute the shift in PKI/2 relative to the analogous
solution pa in the interfaces containing both carboxylic acids and amines

to the difficulty associated with creating a charged group at the

interface (due to a low local dielectric constant and perhaps to

chargL-charge interactions).

The four amine-containing interfaces that did not display any change

in the contact angle with water as a function of pH (Figure 15)--three

containing CH2NH2 groups and one a pyridine--were made by independent

methods (Scheme I) to minimize the chance that a synthetic artifact

(failure of a synthesis, interfacial reconstruction during synthesis) was

responsible for the surprising absence of an inflection in the titration

curves. All have a relatively low contact angle that is independent of pH.

V V % .

21;)1%
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Figure 14. Advancing contact angle ea as a function of pH for

interfaces containing amine moieties. Each curve shows

values of 9 at high and low pH, and the values of

PK/ 2. Following tile structure summarizing the functional

groups in the interface are values for the change in a on

ionization and for A cos ea. The number to the left of

the structure is for identification in later figures.
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Figure 15. Contact angle titration of four amine- and pyridine-

containing interfaces that show no dependence of ea on pH,

together with contact angle titrations for derivatives of

these substances. The data for PE[>CHOH][CH 2NH2] and

PE[>C=O[CONHCH2CH2NH2] summarize data both from a number

of replicate titrations and for materials prepared by

different synthetic methods (seven titrations and one

synthetic method for the former; nine titrations and two

different synthetic methods for the latter). The scatter

in the data shown for these two samples is indicative of

the magnitude of the variation in different experiments,

rather than the smaller scatter in one experiment.

Individual experiments gave data of the sort shown for

PE[>C=0][CH 2 NH2 ] but the plot shifted up or down for

different samples. A second derivative of

PE[>CHOH][CH 2NH2] was made by reacting it with dansyl

chloride, a material that does not react with aliphatic

' alcohols.20  The titration curve for this interface is

shown in Figure 14 (M6). The structure shown as
7 

PE[*][CH 2NHR] is an abbreviation for PE[>CHOR][CH
2 NHR].

k'2+ 2
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PE[)O=Oj]CH2NH2] was prepared by reaction of PE[>C=O][CH2C02H] with

HN3 in sulfuric acid-chloroform. The interface of this material :nay

have reconstructed partially under the conditions employed (CHCI3 , 50

00 I h); reconstruction would result in a decrease in A.17

PEL>CHOH][CH 2NH2] was prepared by initial reaction of PELCOCI] with

NH40H to form PE->C=O][CONH 2], followed by reduction of both diide and

ketone groups. 5 PE>C=Oj[CONHCH2CH2NH2] was mdde either by

esterifying PE[>C=O][CO2H] in nethanol and forming PE[>C=O][CO2 CH3]

and allowing this interface to react with ethylenediamine, or by

causing PE[COCI] to react with ethylenediamine. The ketone groups are

probaDly still present after these transformaoions, but we have not

characterized them explicitly. The interfaces made by these two

synthetic routes are indistinguishable. PE[>C=O][CONHpyr] was

prepared by reaction of PE[>C=O][COCl] with _-aminopyridine.

The fact that none of these samples show a pH dependence of the

contact angle establishes that this property is not simply an artifact

of a single synthetic method. ATR-IR spectra of samples containing

CH2NH2 groups suggest that amine functionalities

comprise a significant portion of the functional groups present in the

functionalized interfaces (based on the ATR-IR peaks at 3350 cm-1 (NH

and OH) and 1640 cmr- (NH2 scissor) (Figure 4) and 1120 cm
-!

(C-N)).35 In order to prove, however, that the amine groups are

present in the 6 interphase and actually do not influence the contact

angle (although secondary and tertiary ainines do so), we converted

them to new functionalities (CH2NHSO2R and CH2NHCOCF3 ), both

sufficiently acidic to deprotonate in an accessible range of pH. The

. -- N-I. ',, :

aAVAl

SrN:N. e Lee
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resulting amides display the expected dependence of contact angle on

pH (Figure 15). In addition, PE[>C=0][0H NH Wds allowed to react

with lauroyl chloride. The resulting interface was hydrophooic (6a >

100), presumably as a result of firming PE[>C=O]ECH2 NHCOC 1H2 3].

Thus, unless these interfaces reconstructed during these reactions to

bring "buried" amine groups into the a interphase, we conclude tnat

ariines are present in the 8 interphase but do not change

hydropilicity with pH. We believe reconstruction of tile interface

during reaction to be unlikely: CH3S02 Cl does not appreciably swell

polyethylene at room temperature, and even in solvents that swell

polyethylene (methylene chloride, toluene) reconstruction typically

results in the loss of functionality fron the contact angle interphase

to the interior.
7

Why is the wetting of the three interphases containing CH2NH2

groups independent of pH? We propose that these groups have reacned a

limit in hydrophilicity and that conversion of CH2NH2 to CH2NH3' does

not appreciably increase the hydrophilicity of tie interface (that is,

'nat cos 3p - 1 for both CH2NH2 and CH2NH3+ (eq 8,9)). This proposal

is justified in detail below. We note here, however, that a plot of

Cos a vs Cos 9pH 13 for all the amine-containing interfaces

examined (Figure 16) shows a general trend similar to that observed for

carboxylic acid containing interfaces (Figure 10): A cos Oa decreases

with cos 9a for the unionized interface.

Other ionizing Functional Groups. '4e have surveyed interfaces

containing severdl other ionizable functional groups (Figure 17). All

%0I
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Figure 16. Correlation between the contact angle at pH 13 (the

contact angle on the unionized interface) and the change

in contact angle upon ionization for ainine-containing

interfaces shown in Figures 14 and 15. The labels

correspond to the labels used in those figures. The solid

line represents a least squares fit to only those samples

S that showed a change in a with pH (a cos a A 00;

0 ). The open symbol (0 ) represents an interface

requiring four synthetic steps and thus may have a lower

interfacial density of amine moieties than the other

interfaces. The value of cos 8pI 6 was used in place of
.t" 61*

Cos op11 13 for the interfaces that contained an acidic

group in addition to the amine function (M6, M, Figure

14).
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Figure 17. Advancing contact angle ea as a function of pH for

interfaces containing a variety of ionizable functional

groups. Each curve shows values of 8a at low and high pH,

and the values of PK1 /2. Following the structure

summarizing the functional groups in Lhe interface are

values for the change in e on ionization and for

A cos 9a . The number to the lett of the structure is for

identification in later figures.
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of these samples, except that containing a thiol group, 36 shows a pH

dependence for the contact angle that is qualitatively consistent with the

-i solution ionization of these functional groups. For comparison with

previous data, Figure 18 plots A cos 0 on ionization against cos 6pH I of

--. the unionized sUrface. As for interfaces containing carboxylic acid and

* amine moieties, the change in contact angle decreases as the contact angle

on the unionized surface decreases.

-irrel at ions Detween the Contact An-! e of '4a- zr %n -,n ' a

. e , ... .. onal Group Hydropni icitv. We have

defined the hydrophilicity of functional groups in terms of their Hansch 71

pdrameters. 2 1 The 71 parameter is given by eq 17, and is defined as the

log of the partition coefficient (octanol/water) of the functional group

S attdched to a benzene ring minus the log of the partition coefficient of

benzene itself (2.13). Thus, 7r is a parameter that measures the relative

L k ' - " [ C o c t a n o l _ 1 ,

log 2.13 = (2.303 RT) ° °
0" ' H2 - ac:anol"

2

stability of a functional group in water and in a low-polar ty medium

(octanol). In an ideal system having only one type of interfacial func-

tional group, Young's equation (eq 1) could be interpreted similarly as

measuring the relative stability of that group at the interface between

polymer and water (relatively high polarity) and at the interface between

polymer and air saturated with water vapor (relatively low polarity). Because

'.,V

e?.. ."
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Figure 18. Correlation between 6a pH1 on the unionized (or less

ionized in the case of multiple ionizations) surface and

A COS ea for interfaces containing various functional

groups. Data plotted are for interfaces shown in Figure

17 and for the sulfonamides and fluorinated ainides shown

in Figures 9 and 15. The labels correspond to the labels

used in those figures; A12' and R6' represent the second

* (high pH) ionization of interfaces A12 and R6 with

difunctional acid groups. The value of cos e was used• ,',,.pH 8

in place of cos BpI1 1 for A12' and R6'. The open symbols

*. ( 0 ) represent interfaces requiring four or more

synthetic steps and thus nay have lower interfacial

concentrations of the particular functional group

concerned.
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both i and a are measures of the relative stability of a functional

group in polar and nonpolar environments, we postulate that r and

cos Oa are linearly related (eq 18, 19). Eq 13 hypothesizes a linear

_IL( S,H20 -SV ) =IL(GH 0 G ctanol )  (1)
'2 2

cos a 2.3 RT)' (19a)
a IL KILYLV

Cos a C, (19b)

free energy relationship between corresponding interfacial and

solution free energy terms: aiL is a dimensionless constant of

proportionality between interfacial and solution terms, and KIL is a

constant thdt converts interfacial free energy (in ergs/cm 2) into free

energies (in kcal/nol of surface groups).37 Simplification of eq 19a

yields eq 19b, where C is simply a dimensionless combination of

constants (for experiments at constant T). An obvious extension of eq

19 to interfaces with more than one functional group yields eq 20.

Cos d AiC i -,'20)

[I~COSa 20

A (21)

1V-',_,ai
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As indicated previously, we have no method to measure A-

experimentally, but we have estimated Xi, the mole fraction of the

different functional groups present in the interface. We assume that

Xi .Li for most of the interfaces considered. We have previously

esti;lated that for the starting materidl PE[>C=O][.CO 2Hj, XCO2H = 0.3,

X-=0 = 0.2, XCH 2  0.5.4 For PE[>C=O][CO 2CH3], the corresponding

values would be xC0CH 3 = 0.3, xCo = 0.2, and XCH 2 = 0.5; for

PEL>CHOCOCF3 LCH 2OCOCF3] in which both carboxylic acid and ketone

moieties are reduced to alcohols before acylation, the values would be

XCHOCOCF3 = 0.5 and xCH 2 = 0.5. Values of ,T for the functional groups

0 were obtained from the literature21 or estimated following the

procedure outlined in the Experimental section.

Figure 19 is the first of two plots relating the hydrophilicity

of the interfacial functional groups to the wettability of the

interface. It is simply a plot of the observed values of e (or cos

. a) ds a function of ai for the major functional group involved. This

plot makes no correction for the functional groups derived from the

ketones (whether in the form of a ketone or alcohol) nor does it take

into account the presence of CH2 groups. It does, however, establishi

* the important qualitative point that the wettability of the interface

does not seem to respond to decreases in i below -2 (that is, to

increases in hydrophilicity beyond the level represented approximately

6 ,- by PE[CONHNH2], PE[CONH-glucose] or PE[CONHCH 2CH2S3].

The second plot (Figure 20) follows eq 21 in determining the -, *

value for each interface and thus takes into account tne

nydrophilicity of all of the functional groups on the surface. Again,

there is a strong suggestion of the influence of the nydrophilicity on

% -.
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Figure 19. Correlation between ea (top) and cos ea (bottom) and the n

value of the functional groups attached to PE-R. The i

values were obtained either directly from the literature

(filled symbols, 0 ),21 or estimated (open symbols, 0

see Experimental). The Tr values of the open symbols

should be considered less accurate than those for the

filled symbols. Interfaces shown contain either >C=O or

>CHOH groups and CH2/CH3 groups; these were not taken into

account. Larger (more positive) i values indicate lower

hydrophilicity. The data points labeled with an "'" (e.g.

A4') represent ea on the ionized form of the appropriate

surface (e.g. A4).
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Figure 20. Correlation between Oa (top) and cos ea (bottom) and *

(eq 21; n* takes into account all of the functional groups

believed to be present in the interface) determined for

each interface in Figure 19 and others. The 71 values used

to detennine w* were obtained either directly from the

literature (filled symbols, * ),21 or estimated (.open

symbols, 0 ; see Experimental). The i values of the open

symbols should be considered less accurate than those for

the filled symbols. The data points labeled with a

(e.g. A4') represent ea on the ionized fom of the

appropriate surface (e.g. A4). The line is a best fit to

* the linear portion of the graph (r* > -0.8).
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the contact angle, as anticipated by eq 9 and 10 (Figure 3). This

figure also shows the predicted relationship between cos va and i (eq

1Sb) using nr in place of T. The constant C as determined from a

best fit to the data with n* > -0.8: C = -1.1.37 At lower T*, cos e

CK becomes unresponsive to changes in i* and the data deviates

significantly from this line.

Correlations 3etween Values of Interfacial oK1 2 and Sol t ion

,_ Figure 21 summarizes tne data obtained for all the ionizaole species

as a plot of the observed values of pKL/ 2 vs the pKa of the relevant

functional group in aqueous solution. In some instances the pK_-a

values reported for the solution analogs are literature values (e.g.

pKa = 3.24 for CH3CONHNH 2 as an appropriate soluble analog for

PELCONHNH 2]).
38  In other cases the pKa values are predictions based

on the widely recognized relationships between the various functional

group interactions in a molecule and the resulting pK. 39  A datum

falling along the diagonal line in this plot would have the same,-,,.

values of PKL/ 2 and pKa: that is, the value of solution pH required

rachie,,e half-io'nization would be the same for that group at the

interface and in solution. In fact, all of the data exanined fall in

groups above and below the line. Those falling above the line, with

the surface PL1/2 larger than solution pa are all acidic species,

while those falling below the line are all basic species. The origin

of the difference between acidic and basic species is certainly the

difficulty in generating either positively or negatively charged

functional groups from neutral groups in the interfacial region.

* -, .- -*... .. . . . . . . . . .. '. .'
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Conclusions

We summarize the conclusions from this work.

1) The advancing contact angle of water on PE-CO2 H and its

derivatives correlates with the hydrophilicity of the functional group

in the interface. The quality of the correlation between cos aa and ;

is remarkably good (Figure 20). We emphasize one hidden similarity:

in both "moist" wetting of the polymer interface by water and in

partizioning of organic molecules between octanol and water, the non-

.- 1.- polar phase (air or octanol, respectively) is saturated with water.

Hence, polar groups are free to solvate with water both at the solid-

vapor interphase and in the octanol phase, provided that their

-Z affinity for water is sufficiently high.

2) The influence of increased hydrophilicity on contact angle

appears to saturate for very hydrophilic substituents*( < -2). The

chemical potential of water is constant throughout the system (liquid

water is in equilibrium with water vapor and with water adsorbed on

the functionalized interface). Sufficiently hydrophilic groups will

be solvated (that is, strongly associated with adsorbed water) on the

moist interface used to determine aa (Figure 22). These water-

solvated groups will resemble water itself from the vantage of

additional water molecules. Hence, all interfacial groups that are

sufficiently polar to be highly associated with adsorbed water at 100-,1

relative humidity should give rise to an interface having roughly the

same interfacial free energy (that is, roughly that of the surface

#.#. tension of liquid water). Under the moist conditions employed to

determine contact angles, the specific hydrophilicity of t le groups

%m,
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attached to the interface is therefore, to a first approximation,

irrelevant as long as the groups are sufficiently hydrophilic to be

fully solvated. Our data suggest that functional groups with 7 values

less than -1 to -2 are sufficiently polar to be fully solvazed at 100%

humidity. This range of i values includes such functional groups as

C02 - (-4.36), NH3 + (-4.19), SO3 \-4.76), glucose (-2.84), and COJHNH 2

\-1.92). Groups that fall into the transition region between full and

partial coverage by water (i.e. those at the inflection in the

relationship between m and cos ia, Figure 19) include C02H (-0.72),

NH2 (-1.23), COH 2 (-1.23), OH (-1.13), and NHSO 2CH3 (-1.13). Groups

.nat collect little water (i.e. those in the linear portion of the

relationship between g and cos oa' Figure 19) include C02CH3 (-0.01),

CH2OCOCF 3 (0.55, estimate), CH, (0), CH3 (0.56), and CF3 (0.88).

3) An important parameter in determining the influence of a

functional group on the wetting of these types of interfaces appears

to be the surface area that this group covers. The "area fraction" is

probably more important in determining tne influence of a

r functional group on wetting than is the ,nole fraction of that group in

the interface. In particular, in cases where some of the interfacial

functional groups are significantly larger than others, the larger

groups will probably make more important contribu~ions to the

interfacial free energy. Definition of the area covered by a

functional group is not a simple procedure. For example, long

functional groups attached at the interface (such as -(CH 2 CH 3)n

could ext:end out into the bulk water arid thus, in principle, occupy a

relatively small fraction of The interfacial area, or they ,igi

condense onto the surface and :over a large area.

I'
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The increase in interfacial area coverage upon ionization of

functional groups might also have a significant influence on

wetting. A carboxylate anion in an interface in contact with water

,apor might, for example, collect a larger "pool" of associated water

than wouid an unioiized carboxylic acid group. The resulting increase

in the effective Ai would result in a decrease in contact angle, even

in the absence of a change in ySV,i or YSL,i; the possibility that Ai

night be a function of the ionization state of the group i could

significantly influence interpretation of relationships between a and

n (a pdrameter wnose sensitivity to size is probably more to

functional group surface area than to projected area on an

interface). The increase in Ai upon ionization of the carboxylic a:iJ

groups of PE-CO 2H may, in fact, be one reason why the contact angle

decreases at high pH. Similar arguments would apply to the contact

angle titrations of all of the interfaces tested in this paper.

4) Contact angle titration provides a convenient method for

measuring the ionization of functional groups on an interface: the

conversion of an uncharged (less hydrophilic' to a charged (more

hydrophilic) group is often accompanied by n increase in wettability and a

decrease in contact angle. It is something of a puzzle why this

technique works as well as it does. Results obtained using contact

angle titration are internally consistent and physically reasonable.

The values of pK_11 2 inferred from this technique and from direct

.44

observation using ATR-JR 4 and fluorescence' spectroscopies (and

occasionally using direct titration 4 ) are in good agreement. Sysze:ns

derived from PE-CO2 H are, however, not at thermodynamic equilibrium:

hysteresis is large; the drop does not nove on a tilted sample: the

0I
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drop edge appears to De pinned. Model monol ayer systems show less

hysteresis, but values of contact angle that are compatible with those

observed for PE-CO2 H and derivatives are also obtained with these

structurally better-defined systems. Thus, a for PE[R] is apparently

not determined solely by the same factors that result in the large

observed hysteresis. We presume that the hysteresis reflects so.ne

cOnDination of interfacial heterogeneity (e.g. roughness or uneven

distribution of functional groups) and reaction on contact with the

bulk water (swelling and/or ionization). Although the values of

contact angles can only be considered approximations to those that

* would be observed for a system in true thermodynamic equilibrium, we

presently believe that the differences between the non- or quasi-

equilibriuin values obtained with the polymer interfaces a'.

equilibrium values that would be obtained on an ideal system

containing the same functional groups are (hysteresis notwithstanding)

small.

Several factors might, in principle, cause a decrease in da on

ionization of the interfacial groups in PE-CO2 H: These include an

increase in A, an increase in YSV, a decrease in 'SL' swelling of the

* interfacial region, and processes making a contribution to n H (eq 3)

such as the free energies of ionization or swelling. We Jraw upon the

comparison of PE-CO 2H to the structurally better-defined monolayer

- systems based on organic thiols absorbed on gold to suggest that

interfacial swelling is relatively unimportant in deternining a*

Si nce t lese fonolayer syst ns are not expected to swell s ignificantly

in either the ionized or unionized state, and since their behavior in

0 1.

L'-". %.. . . . . .. .
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wet:ing is qualitatively similar to that of the functionalized

polymer, we conclude that swelling of the interfacial region of

PE-CO 2 H is not essential for a decrease in d.a

,e do not currently know .,ha2her the energy of reaction 1

oipor-ant in eterniining the contact angle as a function of pH fur

Ec suggets, howeve-, that it is

no-: If the energy of ionization ,Jere driving the fnovement of che

drop to lower contact angles, the contact angle would be expected to
2ontinue -o drop beyond the pH of full ionization (eq 16, Figure

For example, even if the interface were fully ionized at pH 10,

40
the free energy of ionizacion at pH 14 would be greater than that at

OH :b oy the entropy of dilution of the protons (Rl A pH = 1.4

kca/,nol), and the contact angle would be lower at pH 14 than at 11.

This continued drop in da above the point of full ionization is not

observed for PE-CO2 H or any ;naterial derived from it.

The remnaining factors that might plausibly contribute to Lne

Jecrease in a on ionization may all be important. Changes in Ap on

ionization of an interfacial group are likely to be important for iany

of the materials studied. Changes in ,SV and "fSL on ionization nay

also be important, although tihe monolayer studies indicate that

cos - =cos 1, and our first-order analysis (eq 3-10)

sigqes's tntat interfaces containing these two functional groups should

not De distinguishable by contact angle. In fact, both the

r% I ilionsnip be ,',een -u and 'ia (Figure 19) and the relationsip 3 e 42,T

-'is :, H and .% cos 'a (Figures 10, 16, 13) suggest tnat tne

influence of a pdrticilar functional group on the interfacial free

.nerjy ay depend on its environment, and conclusions drawn from the

"-0"%,
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monolayer system may not be directly applicable to PE-CO 2H.

Certainly, qualitatively, the hydrophilicity of the CO2 group is

greater than that of a CO2H group, and tile wettability of the

interface follows the same order.

5) The supposition that in an interface containing a number of

ifferent functional groups, the contribution of -each grouo towards

tne wetting properties can be considered additive and independent (eq

5, 6) provides a valuable starting point for analysis and leads to a

qualitatively revealing physical model of wettiny, but nay be

incorrect in rnany situations.

01

S.-A
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Exerimental

General. All solvents were reagent grade and were used as

- received. 'dater was distilled in a Corning Model AG-lb glass

jistillation apparatus. XPS spectra were determined on a Physical

Electronics Model 543 spectrometar (Mg K X-ray source, 100-eV pass

- energy, -O 3 to 0-  .orr, instrument calibrated according to AST STP

ATR-R leasurements. Pieces of polyethylene film were cut :o tne

-. size of the KRS-5 (tnallium bromide/iodide, 450) crystal faces and

pressed against the faces with an AIR (Perkin-Eimer) sample holder.

"ilms treated witn aqueous solution were dried in vacuum (60 min,

0.J! torr, room temperature) prior to contact with the KRS-3 rysa a

to prevent crystal damage and to eliminate peaks due to excess watr

from the spectrum. Rectangular pieces of tiiin cardboard the saiie size

-/ as the film pieces were inserted between the films and tne steel

sample holder to distribute the pressure on the film evenly. Spectra

qere obtained on a Perkin-Elmer Model 598 spectrometer.

.ontact Angle :easurements. Contact angles were Jetermined on a

Rame-Hart Model 100 contact angle goniometer equipped with an

environmental cnamoer by estimating the tangent noral to tne radiu s

.f the droo at tne intersection between the sessile2 droo and the

surface. These values were determined 5-20 sec after application of

the ,Irop. The humidity in the chamber 4as maintained at 100 1 by

filling thie weils in th e sample cnamDer 4i h distilled water. 7e

temperatire was not controlled and varied between 20 and 25 1 The

v ,olume of the drop used w as always I aL. Polyethylene samples were

cut to a size of 0.5 x 2 cm and atached by the back of tie samoc to

Ile..-
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a glass slide using two-sided Scotch tape to keep the sample flat.

All values reported are the average of at least eight measurements

taken at different locations on the film surface and have a maximum

error in the mean of 130. The pH profiles were fully reversible on

the interfaces after removing the drops from the interfaces by wasilin

,-in distilled water, and drying in air. Some samples, such as

PEK20NHNHCOCF ] could be imagined to hydrolyze at hign pH. 'one of

-ne titration curves are dominated by such reactions, as shown by

treating the interfaces with base for a few seconds (tne i,,

necessary to determine 3a) and then re-determining aa at low PH. The

Duffers used (0.05 M) were as follows: pH 1, 0. 1 N HCl; pH 2, :iaeic

acid; pH 3, tartaric acid; pH 4, succinic acid; pH 5, acetic acid; pH

6, maleic acid; pH 7 and 3, HEPES; pH 9 and 10, CHES; pH 11,

A-aminooutyric acid; pH 12, phosphate; pH 13, 0.1 N NaOH; otiner

,uffers 4 were substituted with no apparent differences in

Values for interfacial Functional Groups. The functional groua

T values used in Jeternining the * values for the interfaces ie'e

ooained from tne literature. 21  In many cases, the - value for 1ne

exact functional groups were not available. In some cases, estiates

were :,ade for - based on the functional groups present. This

averging as only used for interfaces of :he type PE'dONHCHCH 2 2

Tihe - value estirnated for this functional group was :ne numerical

average of - for the secondary amide (-1.27) and the functional group

4. While the results of this averaging are proDaDly only

approximations to the values tnat 4ould be ootained in actual

experiments, the values appeared to be useful in understanding ::ne

'etting properties of these types of surfaces. A second type of

*'_ 4
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deviation from the strict use of i values for the functional groups

-. was used in the case of the very long hydrocarbon or fluorinated

hydrocarbon chains of surface esters. Although tne length of an ester

would cearly influence -, it would probably not influence ea above a

certain length because only a portion of the chain would be exposed at

the edge of the surface. For this reason, = was estimated to De .55

for the methyl surface resulting from PECO2 8H1 7  0.3 for

-OH3 ). Similarly, T was estimated to be 0.38 for PEFCH 2 0COC. .

0.33 for -OF 3) . Other values of T used in tnis work were: -Og2OF3,

0.55 (eszimate); -CO2 CH2 OH3 , 0.31; >CH2 , 0; -C0 2 CH3 , -O.O1

-CONHCH 2 NH2 N(CH 2)4 , -0.19 (avg); -CONHCH 2-pyridine, -0.4.3 'avy);

-NH-pyridine, -0.43 (avg); >C=O, -0.55; -OH, -1.13;

-OONHCH 2CH2 ,IHCOCF3, -0.60 (dvg); -CO2 H, -0.72; -0S0 2CH3, -0.33;

-CONHCH20O2H, -1.0 (avg); -NHSO 2.H 3 , -1.13, -CONHCH 2CH2OH, -1.2 (avg
-J H -2 ; . H NHS 19 1. 23 -a g).

-OONH 2, -1.23 -1H2, -1.23; -CONHCH2CH2NHSD 2 H3, -1. 2 2,g

-CO0NHCH 2CH2 NH2, -1.25 (avg); -CONHCH 3 , -1.27; -CONHNH 2, -1.92;

-CONHCH 2CH2 ,H3 , -2.73 dvy); -iucose, -2, -, ONHCH2002 , -2

iavg2; . 2  3 , -3 02 (avg); -H3* -4.19; -O2 - -4.36;

-s03, -4.3.

Polyethylene (PE-H) (Film 1). Low-density biaxially blown

polyethylene film (100 .im thick , 0.92 g/mL) was a gift from Flex-

'0-Glass, Inc (Flex-O-Film ORT-600B). The filin was cut into 10 x 10 c.

squares. These dere extracted by suspending the film in refluxing

V
,..' for 24 h to remove antioxidants and other addit.ives present ,n

tne film. The removal of addiives could be nonitored using --he

caroonyl region of the ATR-IR spectrum. Prior to extraction, a pejK

at 1650 rom- was present. This peak was eliminated by tne

0L
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-- ~ extraction. The samples were dried under vacuum (20 'C, 0.01 torr, 4

h) or in air (20 'C, 4 h) prior to oxidation to allow residual solient

to evaporate. Samples that ,ere not oxidized immediately were stored

under dry argon. In all cases, experiments were performed on the side

of tne film facing the inside of tne stock roll.

PE-CO'H = ='"T-0%H! (Film A4) . PE-H was oxidized oy

floating on H 2SO4/ H20/Cr0 3 (29/42/29; wliwh) at 7 2 U for 50 s. These

samples were rinsed 4 times in distilled water and once in acetone,

*. dried in air for 1. n, and stored under dry argon. The samples are

indistinguishable from PE-H to the unaided eye. The samples ned a

peak in the ATR -R at 1710 cm

PEF>CHOHJqCO2 H] (Film AID) and Derivatives. A solution of 4 g of

NaBH4  o8%, Alfa) in 100 mL of 0.1 N NaOH was heated to 50 "C.

P -CQ2 H was added and stirred for 2 h, reroved, and immersed ini N

HCl for 10 min The film was rinsed in water, 1 N HCI, 3 times in

distilled water, and once each in methanol and methylene chlorioe, A

tne resolution employed, the XPS spectrum was indistinguisnable from
'. .

-Iadt of PE-CO 2H. The contact angle with water (pH 1) was 540 and the

sample had a new ATR-TR peak at 3350 cm-. In order to forn

PE>CHOCOR][CO2 H], PE'>CH0H]rCO2 H] was treated with neat

rifluoracetic anhydride (or lauroyl chloride, ootn Aldrich) for :2 h

at room temp. The films were then rinsed in water (4 times) , :netnanolLj ce) and dried in the air to form PE[>CHOCOCF 3 ][ 0H] (Film A2) \or

PE:>C'H0C3C H(Film o eert

PEE>CHOCOCH2 CH2Cd2H][CO 2 H] ,Film A7), PE >CHOHFCO H-] was Zreatea , -n

30 acetone containing 10 g of succinic anhydride and i -L of

,r$,"
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triethylamine for 1 n. The film was rinsed in acetone, water, and

then methanol before being air dried.

PEr>CHOHLCH OH"=PE CHOH] (Film 13) and Derivatives. PE-CO 2H

was treated with excess I M BH3-THF (Aldrich) at 50 
0C for 20 h under

argon. The films were rinsed twice in water, soaked in I N HCI for 5

W nin and rinsed 3 times in water. The carbonyl ATR-IR peaks were

aosent ano a new peak appeared at 3350 cm--. In order to keep tne

nomenclature as brief as possible, derivatives of PEL>CHOH]3CH20HI ara

often shown as Aeriiatives of PE[CH 2OH], and it should be assumec tnat

tne secondary hydroxy groups are similarly derivacized. In order to

generate PE[CH 2 OC0(C2)nCF3 ] (Films 15-17), PECH2 OH] was allowea to

react with neat [CF 3 (CF2)nCO] 20 (Lincaster Synthesis, just enouyn to

cover the film) for 13 h at ro,n temp. The films were rinsed 5 times

in methanol, twice in acetone, and twice in water. The ATR-.R

spectrum (n = 0) showed new peaks at 1790 (CF3CO2 R), 1165, and 1225

(C-F) cm- 1 . PEECH 20H] was allowed to react with stearic acid cnlo-ide

(Fluka, 5 g) in acetone (50 mL) containing 5 mL of triethylamine for

i3 n. The film was removed, rinsed in methanol, water, aca.one, and

A., nexane, and dried in air to form PE[CH2 OCO(CH2 )1 6 CH3 ] (Film 14).

Alternatively, to form PE[CH2 000CH2 CH2 CO2 H] (Film A6), PEECH 2 JH] was

treated with 30 mL of acetone containing 10 g of succinic anhydride

and I mL of trietnylamine for I h. The film was rinsed in acetone,
0.

4ater, and tnen methanol before being dried in air. PELCH2OH] was

allowed to react with a saturated acetone solution of 1,2,4,5-

benzenetetracarboxylic acid annydride for 2 h at room temp. The

was renoved, rinsed in acetone, methylene chloride, 0.1 1I NaOH for 13

ninmm, watar, and acetone, and dried in air to form

W
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PEECH 20C0C6H2 (CO2H)3] (1,3,4) (Film All). Finally, PEICH2 0H] was

allowed to react with neat perfluoroglutaric anhydride (Lancaster

Synthesis, just enough to cover the film) for 1 h at room t1;np. The

film was removed, rinsed in methanol (3 times), water once, and driad

in air to form PE-CH 2 OCOCF 2 CF2 CF2 CO2 H] (Film A13).

PECOC] PE-CO 2H was soaked in 30 mL of Jry diethyl ether

quickly removed and used immediately without workup t.o mini,nize

hydrolysis of the acid chloride groups by ambient water iapor.

7 PC;2 -CHCHO- Hq. For n < 14, PE[COCI] was immersed in :ne

appropriate neat liquid polyethylene glycol. Lower n values were tne

pure compounds (n 1 1 and 2 were obtained from Fisher; n = 3 and 4

-. were obtained from Aldrich). The higher n values were mixtures of

- -different molecular weight, and the reported hj values are indicacive

of the average molecular weights (n = 5, 7, 10, and 14 were all

obtained from Aldrich). After I h the films were removed, rinsed 7

times in water and once in acetone, and allowed to dry in air. For n

> 14 the reactions were carried out similarly in 20% polymnr

_ (Aldrich)/30% acetone nixtures.

-(,-, Film ,.). PE[COClj was put directly into concentrat

IHOH for 20 min rinsed in water (5 times) and methanol \'twice' and

hen "ried in air. ATR-IR showed new peaks at 1400 cm
- C-I

smretch) , 3150 o-
!  (NH), 1560 cn

-  (:H, and 1660 c -  C=DIH); xpS

1/0 ratio = 9.58.

PE>CHOH]IH NH Film 12) and Derivatives. PEZCONH2] w.s

treated with I >I LiAIH 4 in refluxinq diethyl ether (Aldrich, 1 1

LiAIH 4  in ether) for 13 n. After t he fi in ias rinsed in 4dter

I_ .'
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4times) and methanol (once), its surface appeared cloudy. The film was

soaked in conc HCl for 10 min and rinsed in water (3 times) and

Z' methanol (twice). After repeating the HCI treatment, the film was

again clear. ATR-IR showed new peaks at 3350 cm- I (-NH 2 and -OH) and

1640 cm-1 (-NH2). The peak at 1560 cm-1 (-NH of -CONH 2) had

disappeared. (Note: This film has a foul, fisny smell. This smell

may be PH3 or some other toxic phosphorus compound derived from :ne

reaction between residual PC1 5 in the film and LiAIH 4 . Appropriate

caution should be exercised.) In order to generate

SPEE>CHOSO 2 CH FCH 2,NHSO2CH3] (Film N), PE >CHOH][ H I as t t

with 5 nL of neat CH3 So02 C containing 1 mL of triethyl amine for ]. nin

-- " (Note: the triethylamine was added slowly and carefully). The film

was rinsed several times in water, once in methanol , and dried in

air. PE )CHOCOCH 2CH2CO2H][CH 2 CONHCH 2CH2CO2 H] (Film A5) was generated b

reacting PE->CHOH][CH2 NH2] with succinic annydride (10 g) in acetone

(50 mL) containing I mL of triethylamine for I n at room temp. Tine

film .as removed, rinsed in acetone (3 times), water, and acetone, and

dried in air. PE[>CHOH][CH 2 NH2 ] was allowed to react wizh 100 mg of

dansyl chloride (Sigma) in acetone (10 mL) for 10 s. At th~at poin:

".5 mL of aqueous Na20O3 (sat.) was added and the film was re!noved

after 30 s. T:,e film was rinsed in methanol (5 times), water, and

acetone, and dried in air to form PE[>CHOH][CH 2 NH-dansyl] (Film 6).

* _ (Film Nl). PE-CO2 H was put into a mixture of

C mL of znloroform, 25 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid, and of

'Id N] KodaK). The :niture was stirred at 50 0C fir 1 h, and tie fi lin

mas re-moved. The sample was rinsed in water, acetone, ,ater, acetone,

and ether-, and iried in air. ATR-IR peaks: 1120 cm- (C-I); I6,0 cm - !
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(NH2 ); 3350 cm (NH). Upon reaction with lauroyl chloride

(3 min in neat reagent) the film become hydrophobic (aa > 1000).

PE[C2CH3] (Film 13). The methyl ester has been made by three

different methods with the resulting interfaces being

indistinguishable. 4  Here, PE-CO 2H was stirred for 13 h in 500 nL of

anhydrous Tnetianol containing 75 mL of sulfuric acid at 40 0C. The

film wias rinsed twice in inetianol, 3 times with distilled water, and

once in acetone. For all three methods, ATR-IR spectra showed a new

pedk at 1740 c7f- 1 and no -CO2 peak (1560 cm- 1) after treat;nent wioii 1

N ;laOH, indicating complete reaction.

PEFCO R]. The ethyl, 2-bromoethyl, n-propyl, i-propyl, n-butyl

s-butyl, n-hexyl, and n-octyl esters (Films 19-25) were nade by

soaking PE-CO 2H in the appropriate anhydrous alcohol (50 mL)

containing sulfuric acid (10 mL) at 40 0C for 13 h (for ethyl and

bromoethyl) or 72 h. The films were worked up as for PELCO20 H3•

Alternatively, the propyl ester was made by putting PELCOCI] in

propan-1-ol for 30 min and rinsing once with methanol, twice with

water, and once with acetone.

PECONHNH (Film M8) and Derivatives. PE[CO 2 CH3 ] was heated at

- 50 C in 95 NH2NH2 (Eastman) for I h. The film was rinsed three

ti:.ies in lnechdnol and twice in water. The ATR-IR spectru;n showed a

new peak at 1650n. (PE[CONHH 2 ]) was put 50 mL

of THF containing 10 ,L of Iduroyl chloride and 0.2 mL of

-riethylamine. After 42 h, the film was removed, rinsed in ,ethanol

.. wdter, acetone, and hexane, and dried in air to form
.>'.-2

PE[CONHHCOC 1 1H23j (Film 10). Alternatively, PEECONHUH 2 ] was stirred

for 13 h in 10 :i-L of THF containing 0.2 g of tetrafluorosuccinic

, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~J r . , .- . ...
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anhydride (K and K Chemicals) at room temp. The film was removed,

rinsed in THE, mnt.hanol, water, and acetone, and dried in air to for 1

PE[.CCNHNHCOCF CF CO H] (Film A12). In order to form PELCONHNIHCdCFJ

(FilIm R2) , PE[-C0NHNH 2] was st irred i n 10 mL of THE conta in ing 0 .5 fmL

of LCF 3 C3120 and 0.2 niL of triethyl amine for 13 hn at room tenp,

followed by rinsing in THE, methanol, water, and acetone, and drying

in air.

PE CONHR . PE[CO CH3] was soaked in the appropriate, neat,

commercially obtained amine for 4 weeks at roomn temperature. Th e

sampl es wiere soaked for several h in wjater and/or inethanol to remove

excess dmine reactant from the film. The samples were then rinsed in

m-,etnanol and dried in air. Samples made in this manner were those

-W derived from 2-aminoethanol (MCB, Film 3); N-(2-aininoethyl)morpholine

(Lancaster Synthesis, Film M4); N-(2-amninoethyl)pyrrolidine (Lancaster

Synthesis, Film M3); 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine (Alfa, Film M5);

aminom~ethylcyclohexane (Lancaster Synthesis, Film 9);

,N-dimethyl ethyl enediamine (Aldrich, Film MI);

N1,N'-dimethyl ethyl enedi ami ne (Alfa, Film M2); 1,7-diimethyl-4-

heptylamine (Lancaster Synthesis, Film 3), 2-aininoethanol (MOB, Film),

ethylenediamine (Fisher; tnis redction is one approach to N4); and

4-heptylamnine (Lancaster Synthesis, Film 7).

PELONHR q. PE[-COCl] was put into aqueous solutions (unless

otherwise specified) containing the appropriate amine-containing

substances for 5 iwin. The samples aere rinsed in water (4 Limes)

followed by methanol (once), and dried in air. Surfaces nade in this

madnner include those derived from commercially ocotained 2fluiooeiizaic

3cid (Eastmadn, Film A9, 50 mL of acetone containing 5 ,,1L of
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triethyl amine); aminoethanetniol (Aldrich, Film RI, 31%, pH 8.3);

2-aminoethylphosphonic acid (Sigma, Film R5, 50 mg (sat.) in 5 mL of

methanol with 0.2 nL of triethylamine); 2-aminoethyl phosphate (Alfa,

Film R6, 1 g in 5 mL of methanol with 0.5 mL of triethylamine);

2-aMinoethyl hydrogen sulfate (Sigma, saturated in 5 mL of methanol

iith 0.5 mL of triethylamine, Film 23); o-aminophenol (Baker, Film R4,

saturated); m-aminopnenylboronic acid (Film R3, 0.5 g of free base

(Alfa) in 5 mL of methanol with 0.5 mL of triethylamine);

4-aminopyridine (Sigma, Film N7, saturated solution); aniline (Fisner,

neat, Film 11); aspartic acid (Film A3, 0.5 i, at pH 10 (NaOH); dansyl

* cadaverine (Sigma, Film M7, 50 ig in 10 mL of methianol with 0.5 mL of

trietnylamine); athylenediamine (Fisher, this reaction is one approach

to N4, neat; the CF3CO- and CH3 SO2 derivatives of this surface (N5 and

N6) were made as for PE[>CHOH]ECH 2NH2 ]; glucosamine hydrochloride

(Sigma, 2 M adjusted to pH 10 (NaOH), Film 2); glycine nydrochloride

(Aldrich, Film A8, 2 11 at pH 10 (NaOH)); methylamine (Eastman, 40% in

H20, Film 5; dimethylamine hydrochloride (Baker, 30% in I N NaOH, Film

6); n-octylamine (Eastman, neat, Film 12); taurine (Aldrich,

SI2NCH 2CH2 SO-, saturated, pH 9.5, Film 27).

'lonolayers. 1onolayers were formed by adsorption of mixtures of

r' CH3(CH 2 )1 5 SH (0 to 1 mM) and HO2C(CH2 )1 5 SH (0 to 1 mM) from degassed

absolute ethanol solution (20 mL) onto freshly evaporated gold

surfaces for 12 h at room temperature. These gold surfaces were made

by thermal evaporaLion of a 2000 A thick layer of gold onto a 3"

silicon waf.a!r, with a thin (200 A) intervening layer of chromium to

increase adhesion between the gold and silicon. The nonolayers were

rinsed in water and ethanol prior to deternination of 3.

•~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ %mm n m m m n m n mum u m ~ u i - %,,dq eI .
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